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Ray Porter - Evil Girls Smoke
Misc Your Songs

 [Verse 1]
B          G7             B                  G7
Evil girls smoke, you can sometimes see them choke
B                  G7                      B             G7
they pass them out among their friends and even to their blokes
B          G7            B                   G7
evil girls smoke you can sometimes hear them croak
B                G7                    B                    G7
they spend their money on these things even though they are broke

[Chorus]
Bb            Gb                  Bb   Gb
But they like them, it makes them feel good
Gb            Bb   Gb                  Bb  Gb
it makes them stay thin, it makes them die young

[Verse 2]
B          G7             B                  G7
Evil girls smoke, you can sometimes see them choke
B                        G7              B               G7
they think it makes them really cool but they are just a joke
B          G7             B                   G7
evil girls smoke, you can sometimes hear them croak
B                  G7               B           G7
they buy them in a corner shop from other dirty folk

[Chorus]
Bb            Gb                  Bb   Gb
But they like them, it makes them feel good
Gb            Bb   Gb                  Bb  Gb
it makes them stay thin, it makes them die young

[Middle 8]
Gm                            Eb       Gm                            Gb
You re gonna die if you don t stop it, you re gonna die if you don t stop
Gb           Ab                 G7
you re gonna drop, you re gonna drop

[Verse 3]
B          G7             B                  G7
Evil girls smoke, you can sometimes see them choke
B                  G7                      B             G7
they pass them out among their friends and even to their blokes
B          G7            B                   G7
evil girls smoke you can sometimes hear them croak
B                G7                    B                    G7
they spend their money on these things even though they are broke



[Outro]
B          G7     B          G7     B          G7     B          G7
Evil girls smoke, evil girls smoke, evil girls smoke, evil girls smoke. 


